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Did you just moved in the city? Are you new to the place? Are you looking for a bigger home but
unable to find one? Well, that is city life for you! A city life is wrought with less space, more
opportunities and lot of noise!

It would not be a wonder if you are unable to find a decent place to live and the only thing that you
can get is a small one room apartment with just a little terrace and a bathroom attached! Well,
homes in a city are like that- tiny.

But, it doesnâ€™t mean that you canâ€™t do up your one room apartment in a way that you would not only
be comfortable to live in the space but you would also love to flaunt it in front of your friends and
guests who visit you. All you need to do is little bit of planning and some research before investing
money in any kind of furnishing. You need to invest in good quality and multi-usage furnishing like
veneer wood etc.

You need to measure the total area you have at your disposal and work towards utilizing it in the
best possible way. You need to create a separate corner for your kitchen space. The best way to do
that is by bringing home wooden partition to separate your living area from your cooking area or just
hanging some beads like a curtain to give the space a more stylish edge and also fulfill your needs.

You need to bring in some beautiful and interesting lights for your one room apartment and dress
your apartment with these fascinating lights to lift up the whole space. Buy some colorful and distinct
looking curtains for your home to further enhance the way your apartment looks. Just make sure
that you stay away from very bright colors while decorating your apartment as dark colors make an
area look smaller and cramped!

Install some good quality decorative veneer countertops to ensure that you have enough space to
keep all your stocks and also display your accessories you want to in your room. You can use these
countertops as tables too and be totally relaxed about maintenance as these are low-maintenance
products.

You need to visit a few flea markets and also visit the nearest veneer manufacturer to pick the best
possible deal on furnishing items for your one room apartment. You need to buy a decent couch
from the local flea market and also bring in some spare chairs. Happy designing and decorating
your apartment!
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Visit Greendecowood to buy the best quality a decorative veneer. Explore, judge and invest in
products available at Greendecowood that are best suited for your needs!
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